
Annex 
to Regulation No. 23/2019 of the 
Director of the National Museum 
in Gdańsk -. 02/05/2019 

Rules of visiting the National Museum in Gdańsk 

1. Visiting the museum exhibitions in the branches of the National Museum in Gdańsk, 
hereinafter referred to as the Museum, takes place during the hours and days specified on 
the Museum's website and on information boards located at the entrances to the 
Museum's branches. 

2. The Museum can be visited individually or in organized groups of no more than 30 
people. 

3. Detailed information on visiting permanent exhibitions and temporary exhibitions, 
interiors temporarily inaccessible, ticket prices are available at the ticket office and on 
the website of the National Museum in Gdańsk. 

4. A ticket to the National Museum in Gdańsk entitles visitors to visit the museum 
exhibitions. 

5. Documents entitling to purchase a discount ticket should be presented before its 
purchase. 

6. The condition for visiting the exhibition is to present a valid admission ticket or 
document confirming the exemption from the entrance fee to the Museum. 

7. In the Museum buildings and in the areas around the buildings, including in the 
courtyards and gardens, there is a CCTV recording the image. 

8. Visitors have at their disposal cloakrooms in the Museum, where they can leave outer 
garments, backpacks, umbrellas and other large objects that make it difficult to visit 
the exhibition, the use of cloakrooms is free of charge. 

9. The Museum is not responsible for valuable items, documents and money left in the 
cloakroom or in the Museum's branches. 

10. On the premises of the Museum, the recommendations of Museum staff and 
Museum security staff should be followed. 

11. The following prohibitions apply on the premises of the Museum: 
 

1) touching exhibits and elements of interior decoration, entering behind protective 
barriers, sitting on furniture, running and sliding on parquets and floors; 

2) bringing animals (with the exception of guide dog of a disabled person); 
3) smoking and the use of naked flame; 
4) staying under the influence of alcohol and other intoxicants; 
5) bringing in and consumption of foodstuffs and beverages; 
6) bringing in firearms and sharp objects; 
7) entering service spaces outside the expositions; 
8) shooting and filming using a tripod, using a flash or other artificial lighting; 
9) loud conversations and the prohibition of using cell phones inr a way that 

disrupts the comfort of other visitors staying nearby. 
 

12. Persons under the influence of alcohol, drugs or behaving in a way that threatens the 
safety of collections or people. disturbing the order of visiting of others, violating 



generally accepted norms of behavior in public places and listed in point 11 of the 
Regulations - may be asked to leave the Museum, and in special cases legal steps may be 
taken. 

13. For damages resulting from the actions of the visitor or a person under his care, the 
visitor shall be liable in accordance with the provisions of law. 

14. Parents or guardians are responsible for underage persons. 
15. The last entrance to the Museum is possible no later than 15 minutes before the closing of 

the Museum. 
16. Visitors are obliged to leave the Museum by the closing time of the Museum, closure 

of the Museum means the moment until which the visitors should leave the Museum, 
taking into account the time necessary to collect clothes and items stored in the 
cloakroom. 
 


